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I would like to welcome you all into the world of SHAHEEN by invoking the 
name of Allah, the most benevolent. Without his will and direction we could 
not have reached and scaled the heights which we have reached today. 
Our strong belief and total trust in the ideals closely linked to Islam has 
helped us shape the perfect learning environment that’s a mix of the 
contemporary and the religious. I am sure it’s going to be a magical sojourn 
for you as we take a walk down the memory lane and have a peek at our 
future blueprint.

It all stated when I was looking for a quality education hub for my younger 
sibling Abdul Hannan; my search was futile exercise as I could not find a 
single standard academic institution in and around Bidar. That was the 
turning point which motivated me to give up my flourishing careers as an 
engineer in Gulf and turn into an academic entrepreneur. Modest 
resources, a mountain of faith of Allah Ta’ala and a strong vision to shape a 
worked class academic hub offering top notch facilities where my only 
capital. Today all of us feel vindicated looking at this magnificent 
SHAHEEN family which is rich in knowledge wealth and constantly 
exposes the philosophy of Allama Iqbal. SHAHEEN is now marching of 
majestically imparting an ideal blend of modern academic knowledge 
and pearls of wisdom from the holy Quran. The group takes immense 
pride in shaping an ideal secular Islamic environment replete with Sunnah 
traditions that’s conducive to seamless learning. SHAHEEN is now poised 
for a giant leap by making its presence felt in many states across India. 
Students and Teachers from all communities fell at home at SHAHEEN. 
Best teaching, best environment, best mentoring, overall support, and 
above all… The care to make them morally upright – these are the 
ingredients making the SHAHEEN what it is today!

What started off as a visionary endeavor in a one room tenement 
accommodation 18 students way back in 1989 has now evolved into a 
major center of academic excellence touching the lives of more than 
16000 students and 600 teachers engaged in creation of knowledge 
wealth from KG to Graduation levels. Apart from our mission of making 
quality education affordable to one and all there’s something else which 
kick started this success saga; our commitment to revitalizing the old glory 
of Bidar as a revered seat of learning. The historically rich district of Bidar, the 
erstwhile capital of the mighty Bahmani knowledge was also center of 
learning for two centuries catering to students from across the globe at 
Madrasa of Mahmud Gawan setup in 1472. Those were the days when 
Bidar was at the pinnacle of glory with recognition as a great seat of 
learning. Today we have taken it upon ourselves to reclaim the status of 
Bidar as one of the finest destinations for aspirants aiming for world class 
learning experience.

Dear Parents,

Dr. Abdul Qadeer
President & Chairman
Allama Iqbal Educational Society
& Shaheen Group of Institutions

MESSAGE FROM PRESIDENT



VISION

MISSION 2020

To identify, tap and nurture the innate potential in every child to
shape a generation next that’s successful, socially responsible
and reveres the noble tenets of Islam to imbibe the true
concept of wholesome living.

On the prestigious occasion of honoring
doctorate degree (D.Lit) to our beloved
secretary Dr. Abdul Qadeer by Gulbarga
University in the field of education. We are
inspired to secure 1000 Ethical Doctors by
2020 through Govt. Seat.



ACADEMIC ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Karnataka’s largest muslim minority educational conglomerate with
16000 pupils, 600 staff in 40 learning centres spread across in 8 states.
Indeed, Shaheen is the delight and pride of our state. Our  academic
toppers are the epitome of hard work, perseverance, dedication,
consistency and persistence which eventually culminates in great
accomplishments. The Shaheen Family’s relentless and ceaseless 
pursuit of perfection along with generous and benevolent deeds
towards the miserable and  poor was recognized and honored by
the Government of Karnataka which conferred the states highest
award Rajya Utsav in Education category to Shaheen in the year, 2014.
An award is not really made of gold or cash honour but it is made of
sweat toiling aptitude, humble attitudes, patience, spirit and dedication.



USE OF TECHNOLOGY AT SHAHEEN

Smart 
Classes

Entrance Exam
Preparation Through
PC Online Interactive

Learning Modules

Interactive
Boards.

With  Rich Animation,
Dazzling Graphics and
Video Based Platforms

Online College
Management 

Software

Computerized
Report Cards

SMS Updates to
Parents for Prompt,

Reliable

Periodic
Feedback.

Biometric
Attendance

System

SALIENT
FEATURES 

Experienced Faculty

Transport Facility

Secular Environment

Specious Classrooms

Separate Boys/Girls
Campus

NRI Hostel Facilities

Laundary Service

Play Ground

FACILITIES AT SHAHEEN

INFRASTRUCTURE

SPECIAL CLASSES

RESIDENTIAL FACILITIES

CLASSROOMS

HOSTEL

LABS

POWER BACKUP

COMPETITIVE EXAMINATION TRAINING

TRANSPORTATION

FOR NRI's

State-of-the-art on par with International standards.

For Academic Excellence & Improvement.

th th thFor Boys from 5  to 12  &  For Girls from 5  to B.Sc 

Air conditioned & Spacious with modern furniture, digital boards & projectors.

A/C & Non A/C accommodation with Islamic Environment and 24 x 7 security.
Food at Hostel will be hygienic, homemade and of good quality.

Fully equipped Physics, Chemistry & Biology labs to conduct practicals at Intermediate level.

Uninterrupted power supply with backup installation.

NEET, AIPMT, K-CET & JIPMER.

City Students will be Picked and Dropped from their respective homes.

Airport Pick and Drop facility from Hyderabad to Bidar.* 



SHAHEEN KIDZ

“Shaheen Kidz” provides a rich, progressive, value integrated early 
education for children between the ages of three to six years. Our vision 
is to develop joyful, versatile, emotionally intelligent children with a 
desire for learning, pliability for life, and who are fully equipped for the 
next stage in their education. Our value integrated curriculum 
underpins “Shaheen Kidz” to actively promote compassion, 
commitment, cooperation, caring, hope, honesty, love, respect, 
tolerance, gratitude and dedication. “Shaheen Kidz” aims to touch 
child’s imagination as to motivate him to his innermost core.  Our priority 
is on a curriculum intended about how children learn, introducing 
young children to fundamentals of world culture.

OUR FOCUS:

Ÿ Offering a base of critical thinking and creative problem-solving prepares 
children for flourishing future in school and beyond

Ÿ “Shaheen Kidz” aims to assist the child in procuring the social skills and self 
confidence which are essential to accomplish his or her own potential

Ÿ To provide an attitude of appreciation and understanding for the natural 
world in which we live

Ÿ To listen to your child, as your child can pre-eminently express their own 
exigencies, flairs, aptness and interests

CURRICULUM RESEARCH ACADEMY
Shaheen Academy designs a broad and value integrated curriculum to prepare children for living & life. Our curriculum 
is a well integrated to traditional or conventional Indian school curriculum. Shaheen academy promotes a fervor and 
enthusiasm for learning. The anxiety for value integrated curriculum is mirrored in India’s key educational policy 
documents. The National Commission on Secondary Education of 1952 emphasized on value education and the 
document briefs it as “The supreme end of the educative process should be the training of the character and 
personality of students in such a way that they will be able to realize their full potentialities and contribute to the well 
being of the community”. Our curriculum caters child’s personal and social development; comprising their intellectual, 
moral, spiritual and physical development. Through vibrant partnership of child, parent and teacher, a reliable 
curriculum for learning is developed, contributing ‘Value education for life’. Our service range includes school auditing, 
school management & school improvement plan.



ACADEMIC INTENSIVE
CARE UNIT (AICU)

SHAHEEN SCHOLAR GROUP EXAM

Institutions to select 600 deserving meritorious students throughout India &
provide them intensive coaching with hostel facilities and guide them towards
achieving excellence in professional education. SGOI conducts talent hunt examination every year for students of 
10th grade in different states across the nation. 
Conducted across 15 states and 150+ centers.

Shaheen Scholar Group Exam is a social initiative by Shaheen Group of

SEF TEACHER TRAINING ACADEMY
SEF Teacher Training Academy is an offshoot of Shaheen Education Foundation. It aims to offer quality training to 
develop teachers who can significantly contribute towards improving the pedagogical system. The training advances 
teacher’s knowledge and skills vital for teachers to impart values integrated system of education and practice the 
potential based teaching with ample knowledge of education psychology, training enhances teacher’s skills and 
enable them to become mentors. The course covers techniques for providing a more effective learning environment 
including class room management, modules of integrating values, techniques to improve slow learners, developing 
successful & effective lesson plan. The training programme is open for all including mothers. In service teachers can 
also join to improve their skills. The duration of course is six months, it is online and offline.

Shaheen started a pilot project ‘Academic Intensive Care Unit (AICU)’ aimed 
to bring the drop-outs and Madrasa students to mainstream has bore fruits. 
The project started in 2003 was aimed to help the school dropouts and 
Madrasa Students of age group 10-18 are made to appear Class 10th, 12th 
examination along with NEET and other professional examinations. AICU has a 
composite curriculum from class 5th to 12th. Continuous and comprehensive 
evaluation method is employed in AICU. Students are tested at regular intervals 
right from the beginning of the course. The assessment is aimed at diagnosing 
the problem areas in the child’s development and not merely his academic 
scores.   Nearly 500 dropouts and Madrasa students are admitted annually in 
AICU. Alumni of Shaheen AICU are now pursuing education in esteemed 
institutions like Jamia Millia Islamia and Aligarh Muslim University. The success story 
of AICU project is tremendous. 



The project of providing modern education to Madrasa 
students aims primarily to integrate the Madrasa-educated 
students into the mainstream education. The various state 
governments and central government through different 
schemes tried to introduce vigorous reforms in the age-old 
system to enable the Madrasas to keep pace with the modern 
world and bring its graduates closer to job opportunities.  In 
wake of these developments, the best way forward was to work 
alongside the Madrasas and then train those who have 
completed their Aalim course or Hifz without meddling with 
former system to achieve the objectives. Hence, this project 
was designed to re-assert the fact that the Ulama & Huffaz can 
continue college education and become Advocates, Doctors, 
Engineers, Scientists, Management Graduates, Professors and 
prove their mettle at the competitive examinations like CLAT, 
NEET, IIT, AIEEE, etc. This will bring them closer to the mainstream 
and they gain competency to pursue professional education in 
any chosen stream. Shaheen has been successfully running 
Shaheen Department of Hifzul Quran Plus for the past 08 years. 
We have witnessed over the years that the Huffaz who 
complete their Hifz at our institute have later joined our regular 
high school then performed exceptionally well in the main 
stream education as well. 

The Shaheen Madrasa Plus course has been designed, 
implemented and evaluated by the academicians, subject 
matter experts of Shaheen Group of Institutions.

SHAHEEN MADRASA PLUS
AALIM PLUS & HIFZUL QURAN PLUS



A Course design to provid Huffaz a platform to join in modern education and to achieve
competence at XI and XII level of mainstream education.
The “Hifzul Quran Plus” complete course duration is four (4) years
1.   Foundation Course duration - Six Months
2.  Bridge Course - Six Months duration
3.  Grade X - One Year
4.  Grade XI and XII - Two Years (NEET-IIT JEE)

Hifz-Ul-Quran Plus Branches

Delhi
Muzafarnagar
Himatnagar
Borsad (Gujrat)

: 9810235786
: 9410473481
: 9427594700
: 9722760730

Hassan (Karnataka)
Alighar (for Boys)
Lucknow (for Girls)
Gorakhpur (U.P)

: 9844116373
: 8057334449
: 9415462284
: 9936366000

34



A Foundation Course is provided to them and gradually molded to achieve competence at
X, XI & XII level of mainstream education.
“Aalim Plus” complete course duration : 3 years.
Foundation course duration - 3 Months.
Bridge Course duration - Three Months
Grade X - One Year | Grades XI and XII - Two Years with CLAT 
Stipend : Rs. 5000/month stipend will be provided to the students who qualify CLAT 
After the completion of Law, Rs. 15000/month stipend will be provided for 2 years

Alim Plus Branches : Bidar  |  Hyderabd

Madarsa : AL MAHADULAALI AL ISLAMI
Shaheen Nagar, Hyderabad - 500005.   |   Contact : 1800 121 6235

۳ �� ا� �� �و�ام �  �� �� � �� ۱۹ � ۲۲ �ل � �� �ام � � �ى � �

ALIM
3 Years Integrated Programme



RULES & REGULATION

1. Student should focus on the “Aim” for which they are coming to 
School/college. 

2. The student is required to attend the college regularly and on time.
3. Parents /Guardian is required to inform regarding students absence to the 

class teacher / In charge if the student is not attending college.

4. Management is not responsible for the students availing private transport 
facilities after the college hours.

6. Wearing of Burqa and white head scarf with the College uniform is 
compulsory.

7. Students are advised not to carry / wear any kind of expensive jewelry in 
campus.

8. The student should have normal hair cutting. Modern and stylish haircuts and 
loose hairs are strictly not allowed.

13. Offering Sala'ah (Namaz) is observed strictly.

12. Mobiles Phones/Tablet or any electronic gadgets or any such devices are 
strictly prohibited. If found, then strict action will be taken against them and 
the device will be confiscated. 

5. Student must wear formal & comfortable uniform (only biscuit colour) as 
designed by the management.

1. Students are required to submit their leave letter to their class teacher or in 
charge, otherwise their leave won't be accepted.

14. The book material kit is compulsory for students to buy from campus 
bookstall. Buying it from outside the campus is not allowed.

3.  Students willing to leave campus early (Due to special reason) will be 
allowed with their parents only.

16. Coming to college by bike is strictly prohibited. If found the bike will be taken 
into school custody & then handed over to parents only.

ENTRY & EXIT

10. Parents should sign on the report card every time without fail. If the child fails 
to perform well parents are required to inquire from the student and class 
teacher or subject teacher, during college hours.

11. Students are completely responsible for their belongings. Neither staff 
members nor the Management will be responsible for any loss.

9. The parents are required to attend student cum parents counseling 
conducted periodically by the college management.

2. Students are strictly not allowed to leave the campus during the college 
hours. Any one found doing so will be punished or suspended.

17. If the Student does not follow the rules in two warnings, action shall be taken 
for suspension /expulsion from the campus. 

5. Fee once paid will not be refunded in the case of admission cancellation,  it 
is non-transferable.

4. If the student remains absent without permission fine of Rs.100/day – would 
be charged.

15. Malpractice (Cheating) is highly condemnable, student found doing so 
would be charged fine of Rs. 500/-

FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS

Mobile Phone Policy
Cellular phones and all other communicable
devices are strictly prohibited in Shaheen,
if a student is found to be in violation of
Shaheen College Mobile Phone Policy, the
student's mobile phone will be confiscated
by the college. Telephones are provided to
st u d e n t s  by  t h e  co l l e g e  a u t h o r i t i e s  to
communicate with parents.



RULES & REGULATION

6. Student is completely responsible for their belongings. Neither warden nor the 
Management is responsible for any loss.

13. Light and Fans must be switched off while leaving the room, water taps should be closed 
properly after use.

1. Student should focus on the “Aim” for which they are in Hostel.

4. No Student shall allow student from other rooms to stay at night in their rooms.
5. Students are required to use the bed which is allotted to them, using others bed is strictly 

prohibited.  

7. Student going on weekly outing or leaving the campus with or without permission is self-
responsible. Management is not responsible for any incidents.

10. Over staying in hostel rooms during college hours is strictly not allowed. 

8. Students are advised not to carry/wear any kind of expensive jewelry in the campus.

2. No Student shall indulge in any activity in the room/hostel, which may cause disturbance or 
annoyance to his roommates or the hostel authorities if found indulged, then appropriate 
action shall be taken against such student.

12. Students shall not use in-appropriate language with fellow Students.

3. Birthday Parties, Social or Political gatherings in the Hostel are not permitted. 

11. Mobile Phones/Tablet or any such devices are strictly prohibited. If found strict action will 
be taken against them and the device will not be returned back.

9. College uniform & burqa is compulsory for all the students; only white scarf is allowed to 
wear. 

14. Students are advised not to keep excess pocket money with them or in hostel.

18. The book material kit and uniform is compulsory for students to buy from campus 
bookstall. Buying uniform out of the campus is not allowed. Making any type of alteration 
to uniform is prohibited. 

19. If the Student does not follow the rules in two warnings, action shall be taken for 
suspension/expulsion from the campus.

16. Offering 5 Times Sala'ah (Namaz), reciting Quran-E-Kareem is compulsory.

2. Parents are requested to contact management before coming to receive the child with 
correct reason  i.e. , for  holidays.

3. It is made mandatory that only parents should receive the child from the hostel, others are 
not allowed. Only Father / Mother / Guardian whose photo and details have given can 
receive the child.

4. If the student leaves the Hostel/Campus without information then a fine of Rs. 5000 will 
be charged and management is not responsible for any kind of incident.

5. The Fee once paid will not be refunded in case of admission cancellation and it is non-
transferable. 

ENTRY &  EXIT

15. Students are not allowed to study for long time in night. They are required to sleep early 
as per college guidelines. 

17. Students should be careful while having food in mess, they should not waste food if 
found action will be taken. 

1. Students are required to submit their leave letter to their class teachers or in charge 
otherwise their leave won't be accepted.

6. Students will never be allowed to leave the campus without their parents. In case of any 
emergency they will be allowed under the supervision of staff / warden.

FOR HOSTELLERS



MAJOR AWARDS RECEIVED

Recipient of Highest Civilian honor of
Karnataka Rajyotsava Award-2013

With Dr. A.P.J Abdul Kalam
Honorable Ex. President of India

Received Honorary Doctorate from
Gulbarga University

Achievers of Karnataka Award 2017 By
Ananth Kumar (Central Minister)

Shaheen’s Govt. MBBS Seats Growth Chart

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

89
93

111
152

201
304



Our Success Story NEET - 201  In a Single Line.8

MBBS	-	305MBBS	-	305MBBS	-	305 BAMS	-	55BAMS	-	55BAMS	-	55 BUMS	-	27BUMS	-	27BUMS	-	27BDS	-	80BDS	-	80BDS	-	80 VET.	-	10VET.	-	10VET.	-	10ENG.	-	254ENG.	-	254ENG.	-	254BHMS	-	10BHMS	-	10BHMS	-	10 B-PH	-	52B-PH	-	52B-PH	-	52

For Detailed Result visit our website www.shaheengroup.org/results
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HyderabadMailoor - Bidar Chiguppa

Gole Khana - Bidar

BIDAR (Head Ofce) 

RAICHUR

BELGAUM

HASSAN

KOLAR

TUMKUR

CHITRADURGA

BIJAPUR

PUNE

AURANGABAD

NANDED

MALEGAON

MIRAJ

UDGIR

Maharashtra

BHARUCH

KOSAMBA

HIMMATHNAGAR

Gujrat

BHOPAL
M.P

LUCKNOW

MUZAFFARNAGAR

U.P

Karnataka

HYDERABAD
Telangana

NIPANI

SHIMOGA

GULBARGA

HUMNABAD

BASAVAKALYAN

AURAD

CHITGUPPA

HUBLI

NEW DELHI
Delhi

KADPA
Andra	Pardesh

GUWATHI
Assam

Hyderabad, Sangli (Miraj),
Kosamba, Himatnagar,
Bhopal, Delhi, Kadpa

HEAD OFFICE
Shaheen Nagar, Shahpur Gate, Bidar - 585403 (K.S)
Email : info@shaheengroup.org
Toll Free : 1800 121 6235

PuneRaichur
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